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5WhiteWater4 The Final Touches The Final Touches

They are an integral component of your water park, the 
marquee attractions that drive your gate and sit front page 
on your web site. They’re thrilling, family-friendly, and most 
importantly, safe. 

When deciding on a new water slide, choosing a slide that 
complements your ride mix, meets your capacity needs, 
and fits within your allocated footprint is only the first part 
to creating a crowd-pleasing attraction. The next equally 
important step is choosing fiberglass colours, finishes, and 
effects and tower materials and theming to complete your 
slide’s ride experience and visual impact.

The Final 
Touches
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Don’t underestimate the impact fiberglass can 
have, not only on your slide’s appearance, but also 
on its ride experience. At WhiteWater, we offer you 
a range of colour and finish options to help you 
create water parks that stand out.F
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9WhiteWater8 Fiberglass -  Industry- leading Qual i ty

WhiteWater’s SilkTek™ fiberglass uses a Light Resin Transfer Moulded process to engineer the ultimate 
opaque or translucent fiberglass that is incredibly smooth on both sides and requires very little 
maintenance.

The Smoothness of SilkTek™

We have analyzed a range of gel coats to ensure that our already market-leading fiberglass remains ahead 
of the pack. Because our clients are located around the world in varying weather conditions, we evaluated 
different gel coats over a 12-week accelerated exposure testing period to assess colour fading due to 
weather, UV deterioration, and blistering from heat exposure.

The results? Our gel coat has far superior fading performance, outperforming the market-standard product 
by almost four times the colour longevity in our test period.

The Durability of Gel Coat

What does this mean for you and your park when you buy a water slide from WhiteWater? You will be 
buying the highest quality, safest, and most innovative fiberglass on the market. Our fiberglass finishes and 
effects will enhance your slide’s physical thrills and visual wonderment, let’s take a look.

The World’s Best Fiberglass

At WhiteWater, we look at innovation in the widest sense, not just in terms of new product development. 
We always endeavour to perfect processes and upgrade materials as part of our continuous improvement 
program. 

This rigour of refinement is put into every aspect of our products, including quality. WhiteWater owns one of 
North America’s leading composites manufacturers, FormaShape, and it is from their Canadian plant that 
we have established a Centre of Excellence. All our fiberglass is tested for the most extreme of conditions to 
prevent against peeling and colour fading. 

It is from these tests that we develop our strict standards, which we then roll out to our global manufacturing 
plants to ensure consistency of results no matter where they may be located.

Industry-leading 
Quality

WhiteWater offers multiple fiberglass manufacturing methodologies to meet the needs of our clients and 
their parks. Be it Open Mould, Light Resin Transfer Moulding, or the emerging Reusable Vacuum Membrane 
Moulding technique, we have embraced fiberglass technology. By demonstrating consistency and diligence, 
WhiteWater can manufacture the world’s leading fiberglass to exacting specifications through all three 
techniques.

The Luxury of Choice
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WhiteWater’s extensive colour palette allows you to create a look and feel 
that’s unique to your park and synonymous with your brand.

A photo-worthy slide is a differentiator and marketing opportunity. Our 
designers are experts at creating exciting and unique patterns from our 
opaque and translucent colours to complement your theming, setting, and 
atmosphere.

This is our core colour range, giving flexibility for endless themes and styles in 
bright and durable colours.

We work with you to carefully consider colour as part of your overall park 
design. Our designers are here to help you find the right colours and 
patterns for maximum impact.

Colour Palette

Colours

1018 ZINC YELLOW

1028 MELON YELLOW

2009 TRAFFIC ORANGE

4003 HEATHER VIOLET

6027 LIGHT GREEN

BRIGHT TURQUOISE (RGB 0, 183, 189)

5012 LIGHT BLUE

BRIGHT LIME (RGB 97, 191, 26)

1014 IVORY

9016 TRAFFIC WHITE

THE COMPLETE COLOUR RANGE

OUR TOP 10 COLOURS

9016 TRAFFIC WHITE

1013 OYSTER WHITE

1015 LIGHT IVORY

1014 IVORY

1001 BEIGE

1002 SAND YELLOW

1011 BROWN BEIGE

1016 SULFUR YELLOW

1018 ZINC YELLOW

1017 SAFFRON YELLOW

1023 TRAFFIC YELLOW

1003 SIGNAL YELLOW

1028 MELON YELLOW

1006 MAIZE YELLOW

2003 PASTEL ORANGE

2000 YELLOW ORANGE

2009 TRAFFIC ORANGE

2002 VERMILLION

3020 TRAFFIC RED

3015 LIGHT PINK

3017 ROSE

3018 STRAWBERRY RED

3027 RASPBERRY RED

4003 HEATHER VIOLET

4010 TELEMAGENTA

4005 BLUE LILAC

4008 SIGNAL VIOLET

5024 PASTEL BLUE

5014 PIGEON BLUE

5012 LIGHT BLUE

5015 SKY BLUE

5009 AZURE BLUE

5019 CAPRI BLUE

5005 SIGNAL BLUE

5002 ULTRAMARINE BLUE

5022 NIGHT BLUE

6027 LIGHT GREEN

6034 PASTEL TURQUOISE

6033 MINT TURQUOISE

BRIGHT TURQUOISE (RGB 0, 183, 189)

5018 TURQUOISE BLUE

5021 WATER BLUE

5020 OCEAN BLUE

6019 PASTEL GREEN

6021 PALE GREEN

BRIGHT LIME (RGB 97, 191, 26)

6018 YELLOW GREEN

6017 MAY GREEN

6037 PURE GREEN

6000 PATINA GREEN

6032 SIGNAL GREEN

6029 MINT GREEN

6016 TURQUOISE GREEN

6005 MOSS GREEN

1019 GREY BEIGE

7002 OLIVE GREY

7006 BEIGE GREY

7008 KHAKI GREY

8004 COPPER BROWN

8023 ORANGE BROWN

8003 CLAY BROWN

8017 CHOCOLATE BROWN

7032 PEBBLE GREY

7004 SIGNAL GREY

7000 SQUIRREL GREY

7005 MOUSE GREY

7015 SLATE GREY

7016 ANTHRACITE GREY

9017 TRAFFIC BLACK



13WhiteWater12 Fiberglass -  Colours

Renowned for its unparalleled clarity and strength, our Translucent RTM fiberglass illuminates 
enclosed flumes, giving riders the opportunity to see what’s ahead, and waiting spectators a 
sneak peak into what awaits them.

RED YELLOW PURPLE IVORYGREEN AMBER  BLUE

TRANSLUCENT FIBERGLASS IS AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING COLOURS:

Translucent Colour Palette

AQUAMARINE



15WhiteWater14 Fiberglass -  Colour Inspirat ion

BRIGHT AND EXCITING

Thrill Waterpark, Perfect Day at CocoCay, Bahamas
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BLUES WITH A POP OF COLOUR

Shankus Waterpark & Resort, India
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BRIGHT AND WHITE

Whirlin’ Waters Adventure Waterpark, USA  
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PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

Island H2O Live! Waterpark, USA
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TRANSLUCENT

Waterbom Bali, Indonesia (Photo credit: Waterbom Bali)
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Laguna Water Park, UAE

DUAL TONE - SINGLE COLOUR
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RESORT NEUTRALS

Jungala at Vidanta Riviera Maya Resort, Mexico
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RESORT COLOURS

H2OBX Waterpark, USA
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RESORT BLUES AND GREENS 

Tidal Cove at JW Marriott, USA



33WhiteWater32 Fiberglass -  Finishes

In addition to a large colour spectrum to choose from, our fiberglass can also be transformed with 
AquaLucent, Thematic Veils, and Metallic Paint Finishes, each producing unique effects that enhance ride 
experience and curb appeal.

Finishes

Add surprise bursts of colour and light in an endless array of shapes and patterns to unveil the drops, twists, 
and turns that lie ahead in a slide path. Place rings, dashes, and dots at just the right locations to heighten 
the sense of speed and height to create visual and physical thrills. 

WhiteWater’s innovative AquaLucent process produces smooth ride surfaces and lustrous and durable 
exteriors to meet our stringent standards for fiberglass.

HERE ARE OUR STANDARD AQUALUCENT DESIGNS:

AquaLucent

*Please consult with WhiteWater for pricing and estimated times.

WE CAN ALSO HELP YOU DESIGN YOUR OWN CUSTOM AQUALUCENT*:

POLKA DOTS CONSISTENT STRIPES GRADIENT THIN   GRADIENT WIDE   LASERS

FLOWER PATTERN FLOWERS TRIANGLES SUNGLASSES STARFISH

Polka Dots
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Lasers

Consistent Stripes

CUSTOM DESIGNS AND ILLUSTRATIONSSTANDARD DESIGNS AND ILLUSTRATIONS

Fiberglass -  Finishes Inspirat ion



37WhiteWater36 Fiberglass -  Finishes

Go beyond colour be transforming your slide’s appearance with fiberglass veils. Choose from an extensive 
catalogue of designs to add a patterned layer to your slide to complement your park’s brand, theme, or 
narrative.

Veils can help set the scene for your attractions; choose menacing patterns to alert your guests to the 
thrilling ride that awaits them or pick a cheerful design to welcome families.

Available on our SilkTekTM close-moulded fiberglass on both the ride and non-ride side surfaces. Available 
on our open mould fiberglass on the non-ride surface only. 

Thematic Veils

HERE ARE A FEW OF THE POTENTIAL VEIL DESIGNS AVAILABLE OR 
CHOOSE FROM OUR EXTENSIVE CATALOGUE:

VIPER CAMO METAL WEAVE CORK BAMBOO CONCRETE WATER DROPS AURORA PINK

Add a sleek metallic finish to your slides with our metallic acrylic paint finishes. Available in a range of 
metallic paint colours and on both RTM and OM fiberglass.

Metallic Acrylic Paint Finish

GOLD BLACK PURPLESILVER  RED

METALLIC ACRYLIC PAINT IS AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING COLOURS AND MORE:

COPPER

Gold and Silver Metallic Paint
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Slide effects also add to a water slide’s ride experience by creating surprise squirts from a water 
jet, shining a spotlight on dark flumes, or establishing a mysterious atmosphere with carefully 
chosen music or sound effects.

Effects

Using your park’s theming or vision as inspiration, WhiteWater can create a custom sound and light 
package to amplify your ride’s slide path with multi-coloured LED lights and sound effects or music.

Sound & Light Effects

Keep riders on their toes with surprise water features such as misters, water curtains, and arching jets. 
Or have our talented team create a customer water feature to heighten your slide’s ride experience.

Water Effects
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DISPLAYS AND CONFIGURATIONS
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Dotting your park’s skyline, utilitarian slide towers often 
stand out in contrast to the carefully selected colours of 
your water slides, theming, and landscape. 

Better known for their function than their form, towers are 
often overlooked as an opportunity to enhance the guest 
experience in a water park.TO
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45WhiteWater44 Towers -  Mater ials & Finishes

Choosing the right slide tower materials and finishes for your park’s environment and climate can 
help extend the life of your tower while also creating a more enjoyable experience for your guests.

Materials & Finishes

COMPARISON CHART

BestBetterGood

Longevity

Concrete Infill
Interlocking 

Decking
Fiberglass 
Grating

Appearance

Cost

Feel

Customizability

Ease of Installation

Use Indoor

Ease of Maintenance

The Verdict

Value

Best Price

Composite 
Decking

Best LookingBest Value Best Overall

Fiberglass Grating

Fiberglass Grating is used on tower stairs and decks to 
create a completely non-corrosive, durable, and non-slip 
surface with the optional safety feature of a yellow strip on 
the leading edge of each step.

Concrete Infill

Our standard slide tower offering features stairs made of  
galvanized steel pans with concrete infill decks and steps. 

Interlocking Decking

Interlocking Decking is lightweight, nonslip,woodgrain 
planking for stairs and decks. Easy to install, interlocking 
decking systems are virtually maintenance-free and stay cool 
to the touch for year-round comfort.

Composite Decking

Composite Decking can be used on stairs and decks to create 
a fade and stain-resistant surface. Available in a variety of 
colours, composite decking is highly resistant  
to rotting, cracking, and splintering.
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  Fabric

  Metal

  Custom

CANOPY LEXAN 
PANELLING

COLUMNS  
& BRACINGS

FIBERGLASS GUARDRAILS 
& HANDRAILS

  Concrete Infill

  Interlocking Decking

  Fiberglass Grating

  Composite Decking

  Concrete Infill

  Interlocking Decking

  Fiberglass Grating

  Composite Decking

  Precast Concrete

  Galvanized Steel

  Fiberglass

  Interlocking Decking

  Galvanized Steel

  Painted Galvanized

  Stainless Steel

  Fiberglass

  Galvanized Steel

  Painted Galvanized

CANOPY COVERS

The Anatomy of a Water Slide Tower

DECK

  Galvanized Steel

  Painted Galvanized

  Fiberglass

  Lexan Panelling

GUARDRAILS

HANDRAILS

STAIR TREADS

KICK PLATES

COLUMNS & 
BRACINGS

* Optional Start Tub and Entry Gates are available.
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Composite Decking

Fiberglass Grating

Interlocking Decking Fiberglass Grating

DESIGNS AND OPTIONS
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WhiteWater can create aesthetic tower solutions to match your budget, environment, and 
footprint—from simple cladding to new organic forms, the possibilities are wide ranging.

Transform your towers into works of art which enhance your park’s overall appearance.

Tower Theming
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SHAPES AND COLOURS
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We all know the importance of choosing the right slide 
for your park. In the quest to find the most thrilling, the 
family friendliest, or the first-of-its-kind, it’s important not to 
overlook the details that can help your new attraction stand 
out from the crowd.

Our team of experts can help you craft a complete ride 
solution that looks at every aspect of a water slide and its 
tower to create a memorable, Instagram-worthy water slide 
that will drive your gate for years to come. Let’s get started.

LET’S 
GET STARTED  
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WhiteWater was born in 1980 with one clear purpose, to create places where 
families unite and make joyful lasting memories.

We achieve this by standing alongside our customers from concept to completion 
of award-winning attractions, from slides to water rides and everything in between. 
We aim to inspire our clients by unleashing our creativity to realize their ambitions; 

we craft solutions which make each park unique. We are dedicated to making 
products that operators can count on, because we understand the importance of 

reliability and efficiency on the bottom line.  

As market leaders, we put our success down to our attitude, in all our years 
we’ve never once forgotten why we’re here – to help parks solve problems, create 

immersive experiences, and delight guests all over the world. 

We’re here to create places where fun thrives. 

Head Office (Vancouver) 
+1.604.273.1068 
whitewater@whitewaterwest.com

www.whitewaterwest.com

Asia Pacific Office (Shanghai) 
+86 21 32567586 
whitewater@whitewaterwest.cn

www.whitewaterwest.cn

Europe Office (Munich) 
+49 89 904 2282 30

Middle East Office (Dubai) 
+971 (0) 4 422 9318 
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